SexZodiac Compatibility Guide for YouPorn
written by Dossé-Via, Founder of KnowTheZodiac
and In-House Astrologer for SexZodiac

When it comes to love, it’s so important to not rule out a potential lover due to their Sun
sign or birth chart placements. There’s no such thing as a doomed or completely incompatible
relationship. If you take time to understand your partner or crush’s zodiac sign and birth chart
placements, as well as your own, then there is a higher chance of cultivating a powerful bond
that serves the test of time. SexZodiac’s Compatibility Guide will help you understand each
sign’s quirks, turn-ons, and love language. Be sure to read the sections for your Sun, Moon,
Rising,Venus and Mars signs (as well as your partner’s too!). Want an in-depth Birth Chart
Reading to find out your placements? You can get one here. Enjoy the guide!
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Aries:

As a lover, Aries is passionate, bold, energetic, and always down for an adventure. They seek
partners who are down to come along for the ride, but who won’t try to control the outcome of
where things are going. Aries is therefore most compatible with fellow Fire signs Leo and
Sagittarius, and Air signs Gemini, Libra, and Aquarius.

In terms of signs that can challenge Aries while encouraging them to be more in tune with their
emotions, Scorpio and Pisces take the cake. While Aries may at times feel uncomfortable
expressing the depths of their feelings, being with these Water signs help them practice doing so.
The sex is also bomb because their emotions are more activated.

Aries may struggle at first dating an Earth sign like Capricorn, Taurus and Virgo. These signs
may move too quickly for Aries’ liking. But with patience, Aries can learn to slow their roll in
love and take time getting to know their partner. This will make the sex bomb because of how
deeply connected they’ll feel to their Earth sign lover.

Signs Aries is Most Drawn To: Leo, Sagittarius, Gemini, Libra, Aquarius

Love-Hate Relationship With: Pisces, Aries, Scorpio

It’ll Take Extra Patience: Virgo, Capricorn, Cancer, Taurus
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Taurus:
As a lover, Taurus is a sign of extremes — seeking both intimacy and solitude. Their ideal
partner won’t pressure them to have things done by a certain time, but will keep them on their
toes and encourage them to dream big. Taurus loves sensuality, pleasure, and passion. They’re
most compatible with Water Signs such as Pisces and Cancer, and fellow Earth signs Virgo and
Capricorn.

Taurus may find themselves challenged by Air signs Libra, Gemini and Aquarius, because these
signs tend to be quite unpredictable, and Taurus seeks consistency in and out of the bedroom.
But that doesn’t mean sparks won’t fly between Taurus and these signs. Sometimes Taurus acts
like they don’t like change, when it’s actually exactly what they’re seeking…

Taurus may at first find Fire signs Sagittarius, Leo and Aries to be bewildering and all over the
place. While the relationship between Taurus and these signs may be a bit unstable, it will never
be boring. Dating or hooking up with Fire signs can help Taurus learn how to live more in the
present moment rather than trying to immediately build something long-term.

Signs Taurus is Most Drawn To: Pisces, Capricorn, Cancer, Virgo

Love-Hate Relationship With: Scorpio, Aquarius, Taurus, Libra

It’ll Take Extra Patience: Aries, Leo, Gemini, Sagittarius
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Gemini:

As a lover, Gemini is changing, witty, flirtatious and full of tricks up their sleeves. They are most
drawn to people who can teach them new things, in and out of the bedroom, and who can
stimulate their intellect above all. Fellow Air signs Libra, Gemini and Aquarius often pique
Gemini’s interests, but because Gemini is the sign of the twins, they’re also drawn to signs that
possess contrasting qualities, such as Scorpio and Pisces.

Earth signs like Taurus, Virgo and Capricorn may initially bore Gemini, but if they dare to slow
down enough in the dating process and truly get to know their partner, they will find themselves
mesmerized by the depths that they’re able to navigate in the relationship.

Because Gemini is such an intellectual sign, they may seek to connect with signs like Pisces or
Leo, which represent emotion and action. Gemini is always seeking their other half, so they’re
not afraid of what they don’t understand. Instead, they seek to get to know what intrigues them,
and they’ll always come back for more…

Signs Gemini is Most Drawn To: Libra, Aquarius, Sagittarius, Gemini

Love-Hate Relationship With: Scorpio, Taurus, Leo, Aries

It’ll Take Extra Patience: Cancer, Virgo, Capricorn, Pisces
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Cancer:

As a lover, Cancer tends to be all-consuming, deeply magnetic, intuitive, and emotional. Not
everyone is prepared for the intensity of a Cancer’s love, which is why Cancer tends to hide their
emotions behind their tough shell. Only an equally sensitive being, or someone who won’t judge
Cancer for their emotions, will be able to let into Cancer’s intimate world…

Cancer feels at home with fellow Water signs Scorpio and Pisces, because they don’t have to
hide the intensity of what they feel. But Cancer must make sure to not get so submerged in the
relationship that they lose sight of who they are without their partner(s). Being with Earth signs
Virgo, Capricorn and Taurus can help ground Cancer in reality. They’ll enjoy the practical
actions Earth signs do to express their love.

Cancer will have to be more flexible and adaptable when dating Air signs (Gemini, Aquarius,
Libra) or Fire Signs (Sagittarius, Leo, Aries), because these partners tend to be significantly less
sensitive than Cancer. Cancer should learn how to give their lover(s) space and not smother
them. The more Air and Fire signs feel free with Cancer, the closer they’ll become and the more
vulnerable their connection will be.

Signs Cancer is Most Drawn To: Pisces, Capricorn, Scorpio, Virgo

Love-Hate Relationship With: Aries, Gemini, Libra, Taurus

It’ll Take Extra Patience: Aquarius, Sagittarius, Leo, Cancer
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Leo:

Leo is the most popular of all the lovers, because no one ever forgets what it’s like to be in a
relationship with this fiery sign. They seek to be adored by their lover(s), but they too will give
their partner(s) plenty of praise and attention. To be with a Leo, prepare to have strong sexual
stamina, and don’t get too possessive of them (although they don’t mind if you admit that you’re
jealous of the attention they get from others).

Leo tends to be most compatible with Air signs Aquarius, Libra and Gemini, because they fan
their flames and help them see new sides of themselves and the world in which they live. Leo
can be a self-centered lover, but Air signs remind them to connect with people around them and
not be lost in their own world. Fellow Fire signs also activate Leo’s flirtatious and charming
sides, but the relationship may at times fizzle if it’s not built on a stable foundation.

Water and Earth signs intrigue Leo, but can also irritate them. Leos feel like Cancer, Scorpio and
Pisces may sometimes be too focused on getting inside their heads, and Earth signs Taurus,
Capricorn and Virgo take life too seriously. But that doesn’t mean such a relationship is doomed.
It just means Leo must cultivate greater patience and be pleasantly surprised by what Water and
Earth signs can bring to the table.

Signs Leo is Most Drawn To: Aries, Sagittarius, Aquarius, Libra, Gemini

Love-Hate Relationship With: Capricorn, Scorpio, Taurus, Leo

It’ll Take Extra Patience: Pisces, Cancer, Virgo
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Virgo:

As a lover, Virgo tends to be the most misunderstood. They often are viewed as cold, or prudes.
In reality, they have very high standards and don’t want anyone to waste their time. They are
most compatible with fellow Earth signs Capricorn and Taurus, who also take commitment
seriously. Water signs Scorpio, Pisces and Cancer can help Virgo soften up and open their hearts
up more.

Fire signs Leo, Sagittarius and Aries tend to push Virgo’s buttons because they are contrarians,
flirts, and hard to pin down. But these are the very same qualities that keep Virgos wanting more
of that Fire sign energy. A part of Virgo seeks stimulation and adventure, especially in the
bedroom. Fire signs provide that.

Two Virgos in a relationship are either heaven or hell. Either they will finally feel like they’ve
found someone who can handle their eccentricities and quirks, or it’ll feel too close for comfort
and the relationship will feel stifling.

Signs Virgo is Most Drawn To: Taurus, Cancer, Pisces, Scorpio, Capricorn

Love-Hate Relationship With: Virgo, Gemini, Libra

It’ll Take Extra Patience: Aquarius, Aries, Leo, Sagittarius
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Libra:

As a lover, Libra is all about balance, beauty and harmony. They seek a partner who will help
them maintain a sense of equilibrium in their partnerships, like Aquarius or fellow Libras. They
shy away from relationships with extremely dramatic arguments, so sometimes they find it hard
to mesh with Water signs like Scorpio for that reason.

Air signs flow harmoniously with Gemini, but may at first be friends rather than lovers. As for
their compatibility with Fire signs Sagittarius, Aries and Leo, Libra loves these pairings because
they make them feel more alive and help them live on the edge. The key is for Libra to not enter
the relationship wearing rose-colored glasses. They must accept the relationship for what it is in
the present moment.

Libra is ruled by Venus, the Planet of Love, and they are the one zodiac sign that has the ability
to get along with mostly every other zodiac sign, to varying degrees. For that reason, many
people will find themselves crushing on a Libra, but they may get frustrated when they see how
much Libra seeks freedom and will not easily commit. Libra loves love, but they must choose to
be in love first.

Signs Libra is Most Drawn To: Aries, Gemini, Aquarius, Sagittarius, Libra

Love-Hate Relationship With: Taurus, Leo, Pisces

It’ll Take Extra Patience: Virgo, Scorpio, Capricorn, Cancer
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Scorpio:

As a lover, Scorpio is known for their intensity, sexual magnetism, loyalty and passion. They
seek partners with whom they can keep it real, build an empire, and have orgasmic sex and
intellectual conversations. Scorpios feel a strong connection with Aries, who is also ruled by
Mars. Sparks fly between these two, even though their personalities can be like night and day.

More traditionally, Scorpios may be compatible with Earth signs Taurus, Virgo and Capricorn,
because they are turned-on by their mature, no-nonsense attitude. Scorpio takes love and life
very seriously, and they seek partners who do too. But the one thing to watch out for if a Scorpio
is with an Earth sign is that they may end up taking life and love too seriously, and forgetting the
power of the present moment.

That’s why Scorpios often end up with Fire and Air signs, even though these are often marketed
as the least compatible pairings. Scorpio loves people who push the bounds of what’s possible,
and Sagittarius, Leo and Aries definitely do so. Air signs Libra, Gemini and Aquarius inspire
Scorpio to open up more, both in and out of the bedroom, reveal their insecurities and
communicate their desires without fear.

Signs Scorpio is Most Drawn To: Aries, Virgo, Capricorn, Cancer, Pisces

Love-Hate Relationship With: Taurus, Gemini, Leo, Scorpio

It’ll Take Extra Patience: Libra, Sagittarius, Aquarius
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Sag:

As a lover, Sag is fiery, spontaneous, daring and carefree. They can’t be tamed nor can they be
controlled. They seek stimulation, adventure, travel, new sex positions, and lots of laughter.
They are traditionally compatible with fellow Fire signs Leo, Sag and Aries for this reason,
because these signs speak the same love language. But Air signs’ duality and intellectual nature
also turns Sagges on tremendously, because they never feel bored when with an Air sign.

At first Sag may be turned off by what they view as overly emotional displays of affection that
may come from Water signs Pisces and Cancer. Their connection with Water sign Scorpio is
slightly different, because Scorpio doesn’t wear their heart on their sleeve and tends to put Sag
through trust tests before letting them in. But with all three Water signs in general, Sag may try
to run but they can’t hide. There’s a magnetic pull that draws Sagittarius to Water signs, perhaps
in search for their own deeper nature.

Sag is an explorer, so their love language must allow them to feel free and uninhibited. They’re
therefore compatible with partners who aren’t insecure about Sagges wild spirit, but rather
inspired and enamored by it. Sag craves space to do their own thing.

Signs Sag is Most Drawn To: Aries, Gemini, Leo, Aquarius, Libra

Love-Hate Relationship With: Pisces, Sagittarius

It’ll Take Extra Patience: Taurus, Virgo, Capricorn, Cancer, Scorpio
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Capricorn:

As a lover, Capricorn tends to be focused on cultivating sustainable, long-lasting partnerships
that stand the test of time. But that doesn’t mean they’ll immediately jump into monogamous
relationships. Capricorns love their independence and are very self-sufficient, so they may be
most compatible with Earth signs Taurus and Virgo who also share similar qualities. But the
thing about this connection is that Capricorn may end up with a lover who is ideal for empire
building, but lacks in the spontaneity department.

Fire and Air signs can give Capricorns the stimulation they seek, although a relationship with a
Leo, Aries, or Sagittarius may leave them feeling unsettled at times. That’s because Fire signs
are always changing, just like Air signs Gemini, Libra, Aquarius are always adapting. Capricorn
likes to feel rooted and grounded where they are, so these partners may at times push them out of
their comfort zone, both in and out of the bedroom. This isn’t necessarily a bad thing. It may be
just what they need…

Some of the most traditional partners for Capricorn are Water signs Pisces, Scorpio and Cancer.
These signs help Capricorn focus on the more sensitive, emotional and intuitive aspects of their
selves, which then allows them to be more vulnerable and honest in love. While Water signs may
at first overwhelm Capricorn, they love them.

Signs Capricorn is Most Drawn To: Taurus, Cancer, Virgo, Scorpio

Love-Hate Relationship With: Leo, Capricorn, Pisces

It’ll Take Extra Patience: Aries, Gemini, Libra, Aquarius, Sagittarius
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Aquarius:

As a lover, Aquarius is the most unconventional partner out there. They can’t be defined or
labeled, and they don’t have a usual “type”. Aquarius can be asexual, more interested in exciting
conversations or new adventures rather than wild sex. But there definitely is still a primal,
animalistic side to Aquarius that Fire signs like Sagittarius, Leo and Aries help them tap into.
Aquarius often seeks out partnerships with Fire signs for this reason — they make them feel
more alive. Being with fellow Air signs Gemini, Libra and Aquarius also comes naturally to
Aquarius, but they may have to make additional effort to ensure the relationship is more than just
platonic.

Aquarius may find themselves butting heads with Earth signs Virgo, Capricorn and Taurus
because Earth signs tend to focus on reason and discipline, while Aquarius does everything
simply based on their own logic and state of being. But if Aquarius is able to push past the
discomfort and learn from Earth signs’ more practical ways, they may end up pleasantly
surprised by what comes from the relationship.

Aquarius may initially struggle most in a relationship with Water signs Scorpio, Cancer or
Pisces. This is because Water signs aren’t satisfied with intellectual discussions. They want to
know what Aquarius is feeling, but most of the time Aquarius has no idea what they're feeling
themselves! And this is why Water signs intrigue Aquarius.

Signs Aquarius is Most Drawn To: Aries, Gemini, Leo, Libra, Sagittarius

Love-Hate Relationship With: Aquarius, Scorpio, Pisces

It’ll Take Extra Patience: Capricorn, Virgo, Taurus, Cancer
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Pisces:

As a lover, Pisces tends to be the most idealistic, sensitive, whimsical and imaginative. They are
often lost in la-la land, thinking of their latest romantic fantasy or daydreaming of their crush.
They’re traditionally most compatible with fellow Water signs Scorpio, Pisces or Cancer,
because they can co-create a powerful bond by combining their emotional natures. Earth signs
Taurus, Capricorn and Virgo also help balance out Pisces’ emotions and allows them to feel
grounded, safe and secure. But because Pisces craves novelty, they can get bored easily in a
relationship that’s too easygoing.

That’s why Pisces tends to be extremely attracted to the signs that they are traditionally less
compatible with, such as Fire signs Sagittarius, Aries and Leo. These signs encourage Pisces to
be less shy and more bold. This especially comes out when having sex with a Fire sign — they
ignite something within Pisces that allows them to not hold back and unleash it all.

Air signs Gemini, Aquarius and Libra tend to push Pisces’ buttons because of the way they run
away from their emotions. But once you’re with a Pisces, it’s practically impossible to get out
from under their mystical spell, so even the most indifferent Air signs often end up hooked by
Pisces’ charm and will succumb to their attractions.

Signs Pisces is Most Drawn To: Scorpio, Libra, Cancer, Capricorn

Love-Hate Relationship With: Taurus, Virgo, Leo, Pisces

It’ll Take Extra Patience: Sagittarius, Gemini, Aquarius, Aries
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